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Sweet Serenity
Through collaboration and know-how,
Bradford Design Group creates spaces
that calm and delight
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ane Bradford’s fascination with design is
equal parts nature and nurture. A childhood spent recognizing the details of historic buildings and neighborhoods with
her father and rummaging through fabric scraps
with her mother led to an appreciation for the
architecture and pattern play inherent in design.
While an eye for beauty reigns in Bradford’s
work, the inseparability of collaboration and interiors keeps clients calling on her firm, Bradford
Design Group. “Residential design is personal,”
says Bradford, principal designer. “It’s a team effort to put together someone’s home.”
Vetted vendors and tradespeople drive a dream
to fruition, but listening intently to a client’s vision
and seeing how their home serves their lifestyle
are keys to crafting spaces that offer both aesthetically pleasing and functional design. “We get our
inspiration from our clients,” Bradford says. “But
our work always has a calming effect, even if we
have pink walls and red sofas.”
In a recent Cherry Creek North townhome, serenity was key. Incorporating an aqua and green
palette lent the space color while infusing a sense
of peace. Honoring the client’s wish for fewer
pieces that carried a big impact, Bradford and her
team played with textures—velvet, bamboo, and
nickel—to add depth in each selection. When it
came to lighting the townhome, the group emphasized sightlines from front to back, using metallic
art to reflect light beaming through the windows
and down from statement fixtures.
The finished project illustrates what all Bradford
Design Group spaces provide: heart and soul.
“A home should breathe your personality,” says
Bradford. “Turning someone’s house into a place
that feels more like them is priceless.”
bradforddesigngroup.com
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1. Interior designer Jane Bradford.
2. Grand mirrors flank either side of
a classic fireplace, adding depth to
the texture-rich living room.
3. Lanterns with a nickel finish
complement metallic art that
acts as a backdrop for gatherings
around the Kravet table.
4. Details such as the Kravet
blue velvet chairs, live greenery,
and hand-selected accessories
transform the home into an elegant
retreat.
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